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RF Remote Control for doors & gates

Type:

RM04-868-2, RM03-868-4, RX01-868-2/4,
RFSDT-868-1, RFSW-868-1, RM02-868-2,
RM06-868-2, RM04-868-1, RM02-868-2-TIGA,
RM08-868-2, RM01-868,
RM02-434-2, RM03-434-4, RM04-434-2
The relevant guidelines and standards are:
- ETSI EN 300220-1:09-2000, -3:09-2000
- ETSI EN 301489-1:07-2004, -3:08-2002
- DIN EN 60950-1:03-2003
Kirchheim/Teck, 04.08.2004
Frank Sommer
Managing Director
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SM 40 Sliding Gate Operator
Installation and Operating Instructions
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8.

Troubleshooting

1.

Gate cannot be opened or closed. Failure of the electric motor, there
is no sound or vibration.
Check whether the motor is connected to the 230V AC power supply.
Check the fuses of the motor control unit.
Check the permanent capacitor.
For this purpose, connect an auxiliary 25µF capacitor in parallel to the
brown and black wire.
Check whether the motor is supplied with 230V AC +/- 10%.

a)
b)
c)

d)
2.
a)

! Caution !
1.

Important safety instructions
Caution- To prevent serious injury:

When the gate has reached end position CLOSED, the operator does not
respond to commands for a period of time.
Check whether the potentiometer (see page 13) on the plug-in card is set
to the right stop.

1.

Read all instructions carefully and adhere to them at all times.

2.

Prevent children from operating the gate control. Keep remote control outside the reach
of children.

3.

Only operate the gate with the remote control device when you have full view of the
gate. Ensure that no persons or objects are within the range of the gate.
While the gate is moving, prevent persons from entering its range.

4.

Ensure that the sliding coupling and the end position switches are correctly set.
In the event of incorrect settings, the force necessary to stop the gate might be
too great.
The German guidelines of the trade association of gate manufacturers recommend a
force of 150N. The respective settings must be regularly inspected (at least once every
year).

3.
a)
b)
c)
d)

The motor is on, but the gate does not open.
Check whether the sliding coupling is disengaged.
Check interlocking of rack and toothed wheel.
Check whether the emergency release has been actuated.
Check whether the mechanical fittings are jammed. If this is the case, activate
the emergency release and move the gate manually. Prior to returning to automatic
operation, ensure that the limit switch magnets are in the correct position.

8.

Warranty terms
The unit is covered by warranty according to German law (BGB)
from the date of manufacture.

5.

The motor contains rotating parts, which can lead to injury and damage to property,
if the gate is not properly handled. Work at the sliding gate may thus only be carried
out by suitably trained technicians.

8.1

Warranty is voided in the event of:
Non-compliance with the instructions for installation, connection,
operation and configuration.
Electrical installation and connection that is not compliant with VDE regulations
Damage from transport, water, lightening, fire and force majeur.
Modifications to the devices (e.g. additional boreholes at parts) or repairs carried out
by the operator or another third party.
Removal or modification of serial numbers, etc.
Return to base of the sliding gate operator without properly mounted aeration screw.
Standard wear parts are not covered by warranty.
Return to manufacturer
Devices returned to the manufacturer for repair must be accompanied with a
detailed description of the error or malfunction. This allows our service technicians
to efficiently check and repair your operator. A note simply saying “Defective, does
not work, covered by warranty”, etc. is not sufficient!

6.

The motor control unit (integrated in the operator) is powered by 230V!
Installation and adjustments to settings may thus only be made by qualified
electricians.

7.

Never use the gate operator for any other purpose than opening and closing a sliding
gate. Please note: For safety reasons (safety switch-off with sliding coupling) the gate
may not be installed on slopes. Any use other than the above is not permitted, except
with the explicit consent of the manufacturer.

8.

The complete gate system may only be commissioned when all relevant safety
instructions have been adhered to.

9.

The installation and settings of the gate must ensure safe operation and maintenance
of the gate without any risk to persons or property.

8.2
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1. 1

1. 2

Deleting a channel at the radio receiver
1. Press and hold programming key (A) at the receiver
- Press and hold 1x for channel 1, LED 1 is on
- Press and hold 2x for channel 2, LED 2 is on
LED is on, depending on the channel you have chosen. After 5 seconds, the LED begins to
flash - after another 10 seconds, the LED is continuously on.
2. Release programming key (A) - the selected channel is deleted.

Please note:
The installation of the mechanical parts of the operator is very easy.
If this is the first time you are installing a gate operator, we recommend
that you follow the instructions step by step to avoid problems.
-

For reasons of safety, the electrical installation must be carried out by
an authorised electrician.

-

For first commissioning, please proceed as outlined in this instruction.

-

The manufacturer shall not be liable for damages resulting from
non-compliance with these installation and operating instructions and any
warranty shall be voided in such an event.

Installation options
The sliding gate operator can be used for any sliding gate or door.
Please note: The drive is not suitable for installation in gates that are on a slope.
The operator has been specifically designed for easy and fast installation
at any type of gate. No lock is required, as the mechanism is self-locking so
that the gate cannot be opened or closed manually.

Please note: The operator is only suitable for gates that fulfil the following requirements:
The gate must be running smoothly in its rails and guides, as the
obstacle detection function is highly sensitive and would otherwise stop the
gate, even if there is no obstacle.

1. 3

-

The runner rail must be installed in such a way that water is drained off
easily so that no ice is formed during cold weather.

-

The gate must be equipped with stops at both, the closed and fully
opened position. Otherwise, there is a risk that it will be pushed off its
guide system, when the emergency release is activated.

Clearing the memory of the radio receiver
If a transmitter has been lost, all channels of the radio receiver must be cleared for reasons of
safety! Subsequently, all transmitters must be programmed again.
1. Press and hold programming key (A) at the radio receiver.
- After 5 seconds, the LED begins to flash - after another 10 seconds,
the LED is continuously on.
- After 25 seconds, all LED are continuously on.
2. Release programming key (A) - the entire memory is cleared.

7.

Maintenance

Inspect fill level of oil at least once every year. To inspect the fill level of the motor oil,
proceed as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Disconnect sliding gate operator from the power supply.
Remove the cover (Fig. 2, page 5).
Remove the oil plug (Fig. 3, page 6).
The oil level must be at the level of the coil (approx. 20mm below plug).
If necessary, top up oil. Use only Texaco Texamatic Dexron 3.

Function of the operator
The operator is equipped with a toothed wheel, which engages with the
toothed rack mounted on the gate (see Fig. 2, page 5). The system is controlled
by means of a key switch or a remote control device and is automatically deactivated
as soon as the gate reaches the magnets mounted at the end positions. The mechanical
sliding coupling allows you to adjust the force with which the gate is moved to prevent
injury.
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Connecting external antenna (optional accessory)
• If the integrated antenna is not sufficient for proper radio communication, you
have the option to connect an external antenna (prod. no. 7004) to the receiver.
• Ensure that the antenna cable does not expose the receiver to mechanical strain.
If necessary, attach strain relief bracket.

1. 4

Optional equipment

Safety
devices

1. Pull out jumper (C) and insert at (Pos. 1).
2. Connect external antenna (F) at (Pos. 2).
Light barrier

Electrical
contact strip

Auxiliary devices

Deleting a remote control code at the receiver
If a user of a communal car park is moving house and wishes to take the transmitter with him,
all radio codes of this transmitter must be deleted at the receiver.
Caution!
For safety reasons, we recommend that all single and combined key codes are deleted at this
transmitter!

The following optional safety devices are avialble for installation
on the basic drive unit:
The control system automatically switches off the operator while the
gate is being closed and the light barrier is interrupted. Please note that
a light barrier does not guarantee pervention of injury to persons from
crushing.

When there is contact at the strip, the operator is immediately stopped.
This system effectively prevents injury from crushing and is equipped
with an auto-monitoring function so that the operator is automatically
switched off in the event of a power failure or if the contact strip
is damaged.
The basic control system provides numerous additional connection
ports, e.g. for end positon switches, warning lights, light barriers, serial
communication for single-key operation, double-key operation
for CLOSE and OPEN, stop switches, control lamps when gate
is open, automatic closing, etc.

Radio control
(optional accessory) Transmitter with 4 channels, 868 MHz,
prod. no. 4020, with battery.
Funkcody 868 MHz, prod. no 7050, with battery.

1. Press programming key (A) and hold for 5 seconds until one of the LEDs begins to flash
(any channel).
2. Release programming key (A) - the transmitter is now in delete mode.
3. At the transmitter, press the key or key combination you wish to delete.
When the deletion procedure is completed, the LED is switched off.
Repeat steps 1 to 3 for all other keys and key combinations.
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1.5

6.

Technical description

Programming of the transmitter
A

SM 40 Self-locking electro-mechanical geared drive motor for gates with a weight
up to 600 kg (not suitable for gates on a slope).
Mechanical sliding coupling in oil bath. Magnetic end position switches
and mechanical emergency release function, pinion drive for M4 toothed rack.
Complete with base plate and screws. Drive-mounted CTD motor control system.
1.6

Technical data
Te chnis che Da te n

G
Einhe it

SM 4 0

Stromversorgung

V

230

max. Torgewicht

Kg

600

max. Stromaufnahme

A

3 ,4

max. Leistungsaufnahme

VA

800

N enndrehmoment

Nm

24

Geschwindigkeit Tor

m/min

10

Betriebstemperatur

°C

- 10 / +50

Überhitzungsschutz

°C

110

Schutzart

IP

43

E.1 = LED K2

Gewicht

kg

14

E.2 = LED K1

Einhe it

CTD

Versorgungsspannung

V

230

Motorleistung

VA

500

Laufzeit min.

s

2/50

Laufzeit max.

s

50 / 100

O ffenhaltezeit

s

5 / 120

Schutzart

IP

44

Betriebstemperatur

°C

- 10 / +50

A = Programming key

Te chnis che Da te n
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Programming of the transmitter
1. Programming key (A) at the receiver:
- Press 1x for channel 1, LED 1 is on -> no function
- Press 2x for channel 2, LED 2 is on
- If no code is transmitted within 10 seconds, the radio
receiver is reset to standard mode.
- To interrupt programming, repeatedly press programming key (A) until all LEDs are off.
2. Press desired remote control key (G). The respective
code is transmitted to the receiver.
- The LED flashes and is then switched off, depending
on the channel that you have selected.
3. Programme the other remote control devices
that operate with the same receiver by repeating steps
1 + 2. The maximum number of memory blocks is 112.

D = Internal antenna

B = Connection for control system
32017-332004-0-OCE-Rev.K

Caution!
The assemblies at the receiver module are facing
downwards!
Never remove receiver module when powered!

4
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C = Jumper (connection of external antenna)
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5. Adjustment of sliding coupling

2.

Overview

Top view of motor housing:

1

2
Fig. 1

1.

Caution!
The aeration screw must be removed before starting.

2.

Adjustment of sliding coupling

2.1

Main components

Use a screwdriver to turn the screw (2). Turn the screw clockwise to increase
the force.
Turn the screw anticlockwise to reduce the force.
Please consult the guidelines for powered closing mechanisms in windows, doors
and gates issued by the German trade associations. The maximum force to stop
the gate may not exceed 150N.

6

1

5

2

3

4

1. Cast aluminium housing
2. End position magnet
OPEN
CLOSE
3. Rack module 4
4. Base plate
5. Limit switch - sensor
6. Cover

Fig. 2
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33
4
4
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1.
2.
3.

5

4.
5.

Connecting plug for motor
Oil plug
Aeration screw
Caution: Remove screw for
commissioning!
Motor housing
PE connection (earth)

Operation without automatic closing function
(standard mode)

1.
2.
3.
4.

Advance warning light

As soon as a signal is issued, the lamp flashes for 2 seconds before the motor is started.
During the 2 second delay, the control does not respond to any signal!
DIP switch 7

Caution: Not used in connection with sliding gate operators!
Leave DIP switch in OFF position!

DIP switch 8 = on

Caution: Not used in connection with sliding gate operators!
Leave DIP switch in ON position!

4.

4

Manual operation (emergency release function)

In the event of a power failure or failure of the operator, proceed as follows:

Phase - brown
Earth - yellow/green
Com - blue
Phase - black

1.
2.
3.
4.

3
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DIP switch 5 = on

DIP switch 6 = on

Connecting plug for motor

1

Caution: Not used in connection with sliding gate operators!
Leave DIP switch in OFF position!

The automatic closing function is disabled. The gate is only closed upon impulse.

Important:
If the drive system must be transported, e.g. for
repair, the aeration screw (3) must be mounted
and tightly secured. Our warranty is voided, if
the aeration screw is not or incorrectly secured!

Fig. 3

DIP switch 4

Unlock the cover with the supplied key.
Open the cover by moving it from right to left by approx. 90°.
The drive is now unlocked.
To lock the operator again, close the cover to the stop position.
The key can only be removed when the cover is fully closed!

2
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3.6

Standard mode of CTD motor control system

2.2

Dimensions of SM 40

Commands:
Serial mode:
The remote control and switch (terminals 8-13) are assigned the following functions:
OPEN - STOP - CLOSE - STOP - OPEN -........
3 - Switch control
Separate control of operations "OPEN", "STOP", "CLOSE"
Caution: The stop key must be switched as opening switch!

3.7

Additional functions

DIP switch functions (see page 13 „LAIN plug-in card“)
DIP switch 1 = on
2. 3

The remote control or the switch are assigned the following functions:

Installation with console prod. no. 5823 (available as accessary)

OPEN - CLOSE - OPEN - CLOSE -......

Prepare foundation area according to the dimensions of the anchor plate (Fig. 4). Place the
conduits (diameter 25 - 50 mm) in the excavated area and fill foundation with concrete. Carefully
check correct dimensions and level position.

Function similar to serial control, but without stop.
DIP switch 2 = on

Installation of mechanical parts

Special light barrier function at gate OPEN

Modifies the function of the light barrier during opening. If the light barrier is interrupted
while the gate is being opened, the gate is stopped. After release of the light barrier, the gate
is kept open for the programmed period of time and subsequently closed.
DIP switch 3 = on

Special light barrier function at gate CLOSED

Modifies the function of the light barrier during closing. If the light barrier is interrupted
while the gate is being closed, the gate is stopped and remains in this position until a new
impulse is received.

32017-332004-0-OCE-Rev.K
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Fig. 4
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Installation to the left: standard

Terminals 18-20
Connection of motor
Terminal 18
Terminal 19
Terminal 20

brown
blue
black

(phase)
(com)
(phase)

Terminals 21-22
Capacitor
Terminal 21
Terminal 22
Terminal 23
not assigned!
Installation to the right:

Terminals 24-25
Output to flashing lamp 230V max. 60W
Terminals 26-27
230V AC power supply
* Terminals (com) 3, 7 and 13 are bridged to each other!
Light barrier
While the light barrier is interrupted, the control system does not accept any command. If the
light barrier is interrupted while the gate is being closed, the gate is automatically opened
again. If the light barrier is interrupted while the gate is in stop position, it remains open. As
soon as the light barrier is released, the gate is automatically closed after the programmed
period has lapsed (provided that the gate is in automatic closing mode). The period during
which the gate is kept open is reduced by 1/4 of the standard stop period. If the light barrier
is interrupted while the gate is in stop position, the control does not accept any command
until the interruption is terminated.

Caution: for installation to the right:
Exchange motor phases and limit switches.

Safety contact strip
If, during closing, the contact strip is triggered by an obstacle, the gate is automatically
opened and the operations as described for the light barrier are completed.
If the contact strip is to be used to monitor a shear edge of the gate in direction OPEN, it
must be connected in series to the stop key.

Exchange terminals 18 and 20 (motor)
Exchange terminals 1 and 2 (limit switch)
Testing: With 1st im pulse after network reset, the gate must be OPENED.

32017-332004-0-OCE-Rev.K
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Terminals 1-2-3*
Terminal 1
green (output limit switch CLOSED)
Terminal 2
white (output limit switch OPEN)
Terminal 3
brown (shared)
Terminal 4
yellow (plus 24V DC)

Secure the geared motor with the supplied screws to the support plate. At both sides, insert
small square washers, etc. with a thickness of 1.5 mm below the support plate (Fig. 5).

Terminals 5-7
24V AC output, for continuous power supply to light barrier, etc. The max. load to be
connected to these terminals is 7W. (Please do not exceed this max. load.)
Terminals 6-7
Connection of light barrier and/or other safety devices (caution: break contact!) If no light
barrier or other safety device is used, the terminals must be bridged.
Terminals 8-13
Serial switch input (if not actuated, contact must be open).
Functions : OPEN - STOP - CLOSE - STOP - OPEN ........

Fig. 5

Terminals 9-13
Output for signal lamp gate “OPEN” (use 24V AC 2W bulb).

Installation on floor

Terminals 10-13
Input STOP switch (must be connected as break contact). In addition to the STOP key, you
have the option to connect other safety devices in series. If the input is not used, the
terminals must be bridged.

For gates equipped with a concrete foundation, the operator can be secured with plugs and
screws to the foundation or secured to the concrete-set anchor bolts.
The dimensions shown in Fig. 6 must be adhered to.

Terminals 11-13
CLOSE switch (control of gate movement in CLOSE direction).
Terminals 12-13*
OPEN switch (control of gate movement in OPEN direction).
Terminals 14-15
Connection for antenna (50 Ohm RG 58 coaxial cable).
Terminals 16-17
Not used in connection with sliding gate operators.

Fig. 6
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3. 5

Installation of steel rack
Secure the toothed rack to the gate, using the supplied M8 screws. This is best done by
cutting a M8 thread into the gate post and securing the rack by tightening the screws
through the threads. For the correct position of the spacers, washers and lock washers,
please refer to figure below.
In gates with a wall thickness that is not suitable for screw connections, such as gates where
the base frame consists of a rectangular tube section, secure the rack with blind steel rivets.
To plant the boreholes for the threads, unlock the emergency release (see page 18, “Manual
operation”) of the operator to move the gate by hand. The treads should be cut close to the
driving gear wheel.
Hint:
In order to properly position the individual rack sections, we recommend placing a section
below the joint between two adjacent rack sections, interlocking the teeth.
This ensures that the teeth at the rack joints are properly aligned so that they interlock
properly with the toothed drive wheel.

Connections - CTD terminal strip (SM 40)

Additional ports for the connection of optional devices sand the power supply are located at the top of the
motor housing (see page 6, Fig. 3).
27

(230VAC)
L1

26
17

Not assigned!

16
14
15

25
24

After securing the rack sections to the gate, they must be properly aligned. Close and open
the gate a few times, to ensure that there is a clearance of approx. 2 mm between the toothed
wheel and the rack.

N

23

Com
Flashing light 220V, max. 60 W
Do not connect!

22
21
20
19
18
13
12
11
10
9

Magnetic end position switches

8

To ensure reliable operation of the limit switches, the magnet must pass the sensor mounted
on the motor at a distance of max. 2 to 8 mm. The LEDs at the top of the sensor must be on as
soon as the control system is switched on and must be automatically switched off when one
of the magnets attached to the rack is reached. Move the gate until it is almost closed. Do
not fully close the gate to allow for a certain after-run. Secure the end position magnets in
such a way that the LEDs are off when the gate is in the end position. For the end position at
gate OPEN, proceed accordingly. Start the motor and adjust the magnet position, if necessary
. Please note: limit switch magnet OPEN, CLOSED

7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Capacitor

25µF

OPEN (bk)
Com (bl)
CLOSE (br)

M

Com
OPEN switch
CLOSE switch
Stop switch
Indicator gate OPEN

(24VAC, 2W)

Serial switch
Com
Light barrier
Output 24VAC
Output 24VDC (yw)
Com (br)
Limit switch OPEN (wt)
Limit switch CLOSED (gn)

Connect antenna directly to the board of the radio receiver (see page 22)
32017-332004-0-OCE-Rev.K
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Overview of LAIN plug-in card

Installation of plastic rack
1

A. Secure the toothed rack to the gate, using the supplied fixing devices. Attach the rack to
the gate by inserting a screw at all 6 securing points. To mark the borehole positions,
unlock the emergency release and open the gate by hand (for the SM 40, see page 18,
„Manual operation“). The screw should be placed as close to the drive wheel as possible.

2
15
14
13

B. To properly install the rack, mount and secure each section separately. To properly align
the individual rack sections, we recommend placing a section below the joint between
two adjacent rack sections, interlocking the teeth.
This ensures that the teeth at the rack joints are properly aligned so that they interlock
smoothly with the toothed drive wheel.

3

12
11

10
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

9

8

7

6

5

4

Terminal strip
Operation of the light barrier:
- If the jumper is set and the light barrier is interrupted, it is not possible to
close or open the gate with any of the operation devices.
- If the jumper is not set and the light barrier is interrupted, the gate cannot be
CLOSED with command CLOSE.
Not assigned for sliding operators!
DIP switch for additional functions
Jumper for the selection of the function:
- serial control of bracket to PP, (standard)
- command for OPEN only, bracket to AP
Jumper used to extend operating time
- If the jumper is set, the operating time is adjustable between 2 and 50 seconds.
- If the jumper is not set, the operating time is adjustable between 50 and 100 seconds.
Not assigned for sliding gate operators!
Please do not adjust factory settings ( potentiometer at left stop
).
Potentiometer for the adjustment of the operating time (the operating
time must be slightly longer than the period required to travel the distance)
Potentiometer for the adjustment of the hold-open time for gates with
automatic closing function (5-90 seconds)
Not assigned for sliding gate operators!
Please do not adjust factory settings ( potentiometer at right stop
).
LED power supply*
LED OPEN*
LED CLOSE*
LED flashing light*
LED function cycle control*

32017-332004-0-OCE-Rev.K
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C. Ensure that no force is applied by the rack onto the toothed wheel, as the wheel bearing
might otherwise be damaged. After the rack is secured to the gate, realign the sections:
close and open the gate a few times, to ensure that there is a clearance of approx. 2 mm
between the toothed wheel and the rack.
The distance between the wheel and the rack can be adjusted by means of the elongated
holes.

A

B

C
2 mm

3. 4

32017-332004-0-OCE-Rev.K
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3.

Electrical installation

3.3 Overview of CTD motor control
system

Important note:
3.1

For safety reasons, the electrical installation must be completed by
an authorised electrician.
In the event of unauthorised interference with the control system,
the warranty shall become void.
During the electrical installation, protect the control system against
dampness (rain, snow, etc.).
We strongly recommend the installation of a protective motor switch to protect
the operator against damage from current fluctuation!
Safety requirements for gates at commercial premises

3

4

5

13

6

Please note:
Gates installed at commercial premises must comply with standards EN 12604, EN 12605 and
the specifications laid down by the German trade associations (ZH1/494) for power-operated
windows, doors and gates.
3.2

2

7

11

8

Connection of the operator

12

9

CTD motor control, intgrated
in the operator housing

CTD

10

Switch gear for safety contact strip
Mains 3x1.5 mm

SL

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Contact strip 2x1mm

Key 2x1mm
Emergency-off
2x1mm

Mains
x1.5mm

Protective motor
switch
Light barrier
Optional safety devices

32017-332004-0-OCE-Rev.K
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Adapter for radio receiver
Not used in connection with sliding gate operator!
LAIN plug-in card
1A fuse for radio receiver and LAIN plug-in card
Terminal strip for accessary devices, keys, etc.
0.5A fuses for 24V AC (auxiliary devices)
Terminal strip for limit switches
Transformer
Relay
Terminal strip for nominal voltage
6.3A mains fuse
Terminal strip for motor, permanent capacitor, flashing lamp
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